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In S I it is proved that each member of the complex analytic family of K3-surfaces iu [5]-I 

admits a camonical involution. The structure of the group of C*-line bundles over some Hopf 

surfaces is analyzed in S 2, amd some primcipal C-bundles over the projective lime are treated 

S 1. Some K3-surfaces 

At first we refer some basic results from [5]-1. A K3-surface is a regular surface 

of which the -first Chern class vanishes. By Noeter's formula and . Hirzebruch. signa-

ture theorem, the first Betti num~er is zero. Let C21 be the 21-dimensional complex 

number space. For each T=(To, T1""' Ic8 ; al"':, ~l2) e C21, set , 

g(u, ~)=Torl~=1(u -T.), h(u, T) =rl:~~l(u - av) ' 

J* =g(u, T)3/(9(u, T)3 - 27h(u, 1;)2, u is a complex number, 

C21DN={T eC21; 1) T0~0, T0~27, 2) g(a~)=0 => av~aA 

for v ~ h, 3) J* has no multiple pole} . 

Let P2 be a projective plane with homogeneous coordinates (x, y, z) and C be the com-

plex number space. We define an identification in the union W = P2 x Co U P2 x C1 

of two copies of the product space P2 x C by 

(x, y, z, u)=(xl' yl' zl' ul)
u,ul=1, u x x u yl y zl z 

Define a submanifold ~5 of W x N by 

y2z-4x3 +g(u, T)xz2 + h(u, T)z3 =0, 

(1 2 1 T)xlzi + ul2h l (
 

1 , T)z3=0. y~zl ~ 4x31 + u3l9 ' 
u u 

The restriction y : ~3 ->N of the proJection W x N-~N is a complex analytic f~mily of 

algebraic elliptic K3-surfaces. By 9, [6], for any Kahler manifold with vanishing first 

Betti number, the group of automorphisms is discrete. Each member B. = ~7-1(?) 
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adnrits a non trivial involution g : y~ - y, yl-~ - yl. The mvolution leaves mvanant 

the global section defined by x = z = xl = zl = O 

PRoposmoN 1. Any elliptic K3-surface whose srngular fibres are of type 11 

or of type 11 admits a non trivial involution. 

PROoF. By Theorem 16, [5]-1, such a surface can be represented in the form S 

=Bh'(*), s e H1(A, Q(f)), where A is the projective line, f is the normal bundle of A 

in B and h*: H1(A, Q(f))->H1(A, ~(Bg))->0. (B# and Bg are the ones in [4]-II.) 

The involution induces an automorphism of the sheaf Q(B#). Referring to the construc-

tion in 14, [4]-II, Iet /lj : VIEj-~BIEj be a biholomorphic fibre map. Then 

L(njk): BIEj n EkP->'~' VIE n E -Pj BIE n Ek, 

where (njk) =n e H1(A, ~(B#)) and V=Bn. In the present case Egj =g~1Ej =Ej. We 

have 

9v=1lTIL(hj(g))g/lj on VIE 

Then gv rs an automorphism of V and it defines an automorphism of B by 

g'=L( - ~j(gv))lljgv/lj . 

Since L#( - ~j(gv))L#(~j(g)) = the identity of B#1Ej, by theorem 9.2, [4]-II, 

g ' = L( - ~j(gv))L(hj(g))g = g . 

Thus the mvolution gv is non trivial 

COROLLARY. The equivariant Picard number ofa member B. is greater than one. 

PRooF. For any member B., two divisors consisting of the global section x = z 

=xi=zl=0 and C(oo): y~zl~4x~ + Toxlz~ + z~ =0 are g-invariant. Then they 
determine g-equivariant line bundles. 

REMARK. We consider the local triviality of a family of line bundles over ~3 

We have L(G)--~ O and smce ho I = q =0, Hl(B., B.)=H1(B., e)=0. Then by - ~' = 
Theorem 7.3, [3], any family of line bundles over ~; is locally trivial 

S 2. Om surfaces of class VIlo 

Any surface of class VIlo has numerical invariants q = bl = 1, hi,o = O by Theorem 

3, [5]-1. Let O(O*) be the sheaf of germs of (nowhere vanishing) holomorphic func-

tions respectively. By (102), [5], 

~f H (S O)/H1(S Z)-H1(S C)/H1(S, Z)~;C*=C-{O} . 
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Let S[~] be the surface defined by the umon C* x C U C* x C1' where (w, u) ~~ (wl, u l)~> 

uul=1 and wl = u~w (p 75 [5] 111) We define a complex analytic automorphism 

f' : A' x S[~] - A' x S[~] 

by 

f'(t, w, u)=(t, (vu + 6)~w, (ocu + p)/(vu + 6)) , 

where oc, P, y, 6 are small and A' is the punctured unit disk {t e C, O 

[5]). The family p : A ' x S[~]/{f'}->A' is a complex analytic family '-and each member 

p~1(t) is a Hopf surface, further it admits a C*-action. Since any C*-action on a 

surface induces the identity automorphism of H1(S, C), each element of ~3 is C*-

invariant. Thus we have 

PROPOSITION 2. For each member of the above family, any line bundle with 

degree zero is C*-equivariant. 

Next we consider principal torus bundles of class VIlo' (9' [5]~II). Let co be a 

complex number with Im co > O, Z be the additive group of integers and G = Z[1] 

+ Z[co] generated by I and co. Denote by C the torus C/G. Let Q(C) be the sheaf 

over the projective line A of germs of holomorphic functions with value in C. We 

have the exact sequence 

O - G - O - Q(C) - O 

Smce H1(A O) O we have an rsomorphism H (A Q(C)) -6' H2(A, G) ~~; G. For 
a point a e A, a ~ oo, take a unit disk E. : Iu - al 

L.(A x C) = E* x C U (A - a) x C, where 

E. x C ~) (u, [~.])~:(u, [~]) e (A - a) x C 

The surface S is the total space of a principal C-bundle over A . By Theorem 1, [1], 

we have the extension of the tangent bundle T(A ), 

a(S) : O - I - Q(S) - T(A) .-~' O, (1 is the trivial line bundle) , 

where each point of Q(S) is a field of tangent vectors to S along one of its fibres are 

invariant under C. The extension a(S) determines an element of H1(A, T*) = H1(A , 

K) = C, where lc rs the canonical bundle of A and T* is the cotangent bundle of A 

Since A is simply connected, any complex analytic connection is integrable. Thus 

we have 

PROPOSITION 3. a(S) =0 ifand only if S=AxC. 

T(A)=det Q(S) and ci(T(A)) =2. By Theorem 2.1, [2], Q(S) is decomposable : 
Q(S) =FI e)F2, and cl(F1) + cl(F2) =2. 
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PROPOSmON 4. Q(S)=F~)F and cl(F)=1 

PROoF. The surface S admits another representation : S = C x C U C x C, where 

(ul' ~1) ~(u2' ~2) 

 ulu2= 1, ~2= ~1+ y . Iog ul mod G for y= {nl2} eG 
27cl 

Set W C x C* U C* x C = C2 - {O} and define a holomorphic map f : W~,S by 

(1 . ) z /z2, 2y_1cl log z2 for z2~0, 

f(zl' Z2) = 

(z z , y . Iogzl for zl~0. )
 

2/ 1 2111 

Then the map f induces a biholomorphic map f : W/H->S, if y ~ O, where H denotes 

an mfinrte cyclic group generated by exp 2lcico/y. We have equalities 

W/H/C*/H = W/C* = A 

and 

C*/H -=>'~ C by z y . Iog z, 
-> 27cl 

where the C*/H-action is diagonal. Q(S) = W x c'C2 is a plane bundle associated 

with the principal bundle W->A. Thus we have proved the proposition 

REMARK. Since the surface is non algebraic ([5]-1), c~ = O and so b2 = O. Then 

any line bundle over S is of degree zero . Further the surface S admits C-action. Since 

C = C*/{t}, where co = (112lci) Iog t, the action comes from the C*-action. Thus any 

line bundle over S is C-equivariant 
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